I have a 2002 zx9r idle specifications are 1050 1150 but if i set it to that range the idle surges abbot and the bike almost stalls out however if i set it to 1500 rpm it idles fine but runs choppy at steady throttle below 3k rpm, the jewels who run capitol hill real jew news - donate via mail brother nathanael foundation po box 547 priest river id 83856, bmw e30 3 series idle speed troubleshooting 1983 1991 - this article is one in a series that have been released in conjunction with wayne s new book 101 performance projects for your bmw 3 series the book contains 272 pages of full color projects detailing everything from performance mods to timing the camshafts, can you run it can i run it can my pc run it - can i run it system requirements lab analyzes your computer in just seconds and it s free see for yourself takes less than a minute, macbook air battery life 2 hours or 7 hours mac crazy - notice there s not that big a difference between the times for the i5 and i7 processors so for fullscreen playback of a looped video we have 3 hours for the 11 inch air and 5 hours for the 13 inch air macbook air battery life testing by engadget engadget s standard battery life test is to loop playing a video playing a video is typically drains a battery faster than browsing the web, latest news headlines exclusives and opinion the sun - news corp is a network of leading companies in the worlds of diversified media news education and information services, rumination my ramblings on technology faith music and - azure quickdeploy for xenapp and xendesktop service azure quickdeploy is a feature that is available for the xenapp essential customers that makes it extremely easy to build citrix workloads in azure, informationweek serving the information needs of the - when building and using autonomous and intelligent systems it s important to know they re behaving reliably because if things go wrong they can do so at scale fast, 6 possible signs your android phone may be infected with a - estimated reading time 3 minutes according to the annual security threat report by quick heal mobile ransomware has increased by 450 from q1 to q4 in 2016 while mobile banking trojan has shown an increase of 110, air conditioning not cooling u fix it appliance parts - it is a big deal when the air conditioning goes out on a hot summer day but there is no need to wait for help to come to you many air conditioning malfunctions are not difficult to identify and repair, the project does not exist letitbit - the project does not exist the project does not exist, how much solar do i need on my rv - don t just rush out and buy lots of solar panels for your rv figure out if you actually need them first i ll show you how in this post, toyota solutions got the p0171 blues in your toyota corolla - too lean means that the engine is not receiving enough fuel for the amount of air coming into the engine in other words the engine is receiving more than 14 parts of air for 1 part of fuel, ideas o reilly media - deriving meaning in a time of chaos the intersection between chaos engineering and observability crystal hirschorn discusses how organizations can benefit from combining established tech practices with incident planning post mortem driven development chaos engineering and observability, guide how to invite friends and use voice chat on the - things to note you can t use voice chat outside of games so to chatter with your friends they ll need to be present in the online lounge within splatoon 2 or any other compatible game, can you capitalize it as ppe or not ifrsbox making - hi ameyedowo first of all thank s a lot for answering questions of oxana and samir secondly all 3 items you mentioned represent the inevitable expenditure to construct a building or whatever you plan to build on the site, introvert relationships love me or leave me but please - thank you for all the words you ve created the magic drug i ve been looking for all my life your blog has transformed my life and i feel like i am on the brink of a most satisfying fulfilling journey you ve made me see everything in a new light, 10 things not to say to a depressed person and please don - i cringed at these things my friends said to me these few years for those of you who don t really get us i ve decided to let you know 10 things not to say to a depressed person from my own experience and be forewarned for if you ever dare to even start uttering the below to me i will hang you by your legs upside down skin you alive and then deep fry you before publicly disowning you, i don t want to take 2 weeks off coworker has a food - it s five answers to five questions here we go 1 i m required to take two weeks off and i don t want to i graduated college last year and started a full time job in november thanks for all your help and advice on resumes cover letters and interviewing, how to talk about your job when you re embarrassed by it - wannabe disney princess january 11 2018 at 11 05 am what parts of your job do you like i feel the same way you do about my actual work so instead i ll give a brief synopsis about the company we re the top teapot glazers in the country a bit about what i do i order all the teapot making supplies and then more about what i do like the coworkers the insane amount of free food, i hate my life and feel hopeless - i feel that i have made a complete botch job of my life i have generally made poor decisions in most facets of my life when i was about 19 i decided that i didn t care anymore and i was just going to drink a lot and have a lot of sex, apostasy alert joel osteen and oprah preach new age magic - the new
age heresy and witchcraft joel osteen taught on oprah s life class a sign of the apostasy led by false prophets in the church today, southern cruisers fallen members memorial page - in our lives we have many wonderful opportunities we all have the opportunity to gain an education to travel to work to play